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Joanne discussed options of where the site of the piece of public art  

Suggested two sites 

One on the staircase and one on the landing. 

Research 

Joanne mentioned her research on what people liked about Foxhill it was from questionnaires to the 

art group, patients and staff.  

They fed back they liked the views, countryside and amenities. 

Colour suggestions include greens, pastels and bright 

Images Suggested – Landscape, Working together and nature (also following a path) 

The herbalist element was given positive feedback they liked the idea of presenting beautiful herbs 

and the attributes of herbs in the images. 

Group Discussion 

The group had a discussion of the questionnaire results and options of where the art work should be 

sited. It was agreed the two sites MN and JJ suggested of the stair case for a big art work and a 

smaller piece of art work on the corridor would be ideal 

The smaller piece it was agreed should have a focus on the holistic  way Foxhill MC views health and 

in particular the herbal methods used in the practice. JJ to discuss options with Bendle. However the 

group liked the idea of 3 (linked pieces). 

The main images on the Stairwell 

Mr D suggested a steel theme but it was felt this may be more a city wide as opposed to a local 

theme. 



 

 

It was discussed that maybe a large opinion with a path looking at the past to the future of Foxhill 

and the medical centre. Maybe even climbing up a hill from past to present using a path. Joanne said 

she could use mixed media and even stitching in words and names etc. She suggested layers of hill.  

 

Plan  

 To ask Dr Anderson’s family, Ian Davidson and Lisa Mussel for images  

 Advertising a poster asking for images of the local area in the past 

 Mr and Mrs D to look for images at home 

 Joanne to research on line and library 

 To check with staff the plan so far is okay 

 Joanne to do some provisional drawings/idea boards 

 

Next Meeting after the move and the survey 

 

 


